A Novel Duty-Cycle Adjuster Circuit,
To Be Used As Part Of Automatic
Clock Duty-Cycle Corrector Circuit

Motivation for this invention
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Existing DCA architecture has the following three limitations:
1. The theoretical lower limit of its base delay is dictated by the response time of the I/P differential NMOS pair
(M1 & M2). The signal-inversion done by the NMOS pair ( M1 & M2 ) contributes to the base delay of the DCA.
2. The DC bias level of CKoutp & CKoutn
signals can’t be independently controlled,
without affecting the gain of the DCA & the
voltage-swing of CKoutp & CKoutn signals.
3. In this figure, the NMOS differential pair
M3 & M4 are supposed to work properly
only when Vctrlp & Vctrln control voltages
stay above a certain lower limit (dictated by
the overdrive voltage of NMOS tail current
source M6 & minimum allowable GateSource voltage (Vgs) of NMOS pair M3 &
M4)
Block Diagram: Automatic Clock Duty-Cycle Corrector Circuit

Main Idea
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Our proposed DCA (Duty-Cycle Adjuster) architecture has three fundamental components:

1. Converting i/p rail-rail differential clock signal to Low-Swing differential signal.
2. Fixing the DC-bias level of the low-swing differential signal.
3. Changing the DC-bias levels of
low-swing differential signal in a
complementary manner, so that
the cross-over points of this
differential signal change, which,
in turn, results in the DutyCorrection of the O/P clock
signal.

What does our DCC do?
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DCC O/P , 48%-52% duty , across PVT &
Inter/Intra-Die mismatch

I/P Clock , 30%-70% duty
DCC

Waveforms
I/P Duty : 30% , O/P Duty : 50%

I/P Signal

O/P Signal

I/P Duty : 70% , O/P Duty : 50%

I/P Signal

O/P Signal

Timing Sequence of DCC Ramp-Up/POLO/1.6G/0.75V/25C/TT/input
duty 44%
DCC I/P Clock Signal
This flag enables DCC
This flag signifies DCC
loop settled down

Internal low-swing
differential signals
DCC O/P Clock Signal

DCC O/P Duty jumps from
44% to 50% when DCC
loop settles down
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DCC O/P Duty Plot across PVT
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DCC Loop settles down , & DCC starts correcting
the Duty cycle swiftly

How it solves the problems of existing DCA architecture
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The I/P NMOS pair ( M1 & M2 ) of the existing DCA has been replaced with a differential pair of CMOS
transmission-gate switches in our proposed DCA. Here the PMOS tail current ( I2 ) is differentially
pumped into the R & C pair ( Resistance & Capacitance ). The response time of the current–switching
mechanism using CMOS transmission-gate is typically much less than that of a conventional differential
MOSFET pair. That’s why the base delay of DCA improves in our proposed architecture, as compared
with the existing DCA architecture.
Giving the CKoutp & CKoutn signals a proper DC bias level and controlling the Gain of DCA are much
easier in our proposed DCA, compared with existing DCA. By explicitly pumping the currents ( I1 ) in the
resistors (R), we can easily and independently control the DC bias levels of CKoutp & Ckoutn signals.
Controlling the DC bias levels is independent of the duty-correction mechanism.
In order to get rid of the problem of NMOS pair not responding to low values of Vctrlp & Vctrln voltages,
an additional PMOS pair has been added. When Vctrlp & Vctrln voltages are low, the PMOS pair is
expected to respond, while for higher Vctrlp & Vctrln values, NMOS pair will respond. For voltages
somewhere in the middle range between supply & ground, both PMOS & NMOS pairs will work fine.

Why the proposed DCA architecture is better than other existing DCA
architecture:
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1. Lower Base Delay
2. Greater & independent Controllability of O/P Differential Signal
a) Signal’s DC Bias Level
b) Signal’s Peak-Peak amplitude
c) Differential Change in Signal’s DC Bias levels, for Duty-Cycle Correction mechanism
d) Perfect Duty-Cycle Correction in all samples even in the presence of inter-die &

intra-die variation of device performance, due to the addition of a PMOS pair driven
by control voltages.

US-Patent filed
We have filed the DCA design innovation for a patent with US-PTO. The evidence of the same is:
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Summary
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This DCC/DCA architecture can correct the clock duty cycle up to perfectly 50%
& cover a wide input duty range of 30%-70% in some process corners, due to
the following:
1. Inclusion of differential charge-pump to provide theoretically infinite loopgain, which provides near-ideal duty cycle correction
2. Novel DCA design, for easier controllability of design parameters
3. Inclusion of both PMOS-differential pair & NMOS-differential pair based DCA
circuit

Please feel free to email your
questions to:

info@openfive.com

